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Abstract: Leptoquarks have recently received much attention especially because they may
provide an explanation to the RD(∗) and RK(∗) anomalies in rare B meson decays. In a previous
paper we proposed a systematic search strategy for all possible leptoquark flavors by focusing
on leptoquark pair production. In this paper, we extend this strategy to large (order unity)
leptoquark couplings which offer new search opportunities: single leptoquark production and
t-channel leptoquark exchange with dilepton final states. We discuss the unique features of
the different search channels and show that they cover complementary regions of parameter
space. We collect and update all currently available bounds for the different flavor final states
from LHC searches and from atomic parity violation measurements. As an application of
our analysis, we find that current limits do not exclude the leptoquark explanation of the B
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1 Introduction and overview
A leptoquark (LQ) is a beyond-the-Standard-Model particle which can decay to a lepton and a
quark. In our previous paper on leptoquark pair production [1] we emphasized that any of the
quark or lepton flavors may be involved in the coupling to leptoquarks. In particular, there is
no model-independent reason to require the generation number of the lepton to be identical to
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that of the quark.1 Leptoquark searches should therefore investigate all possible combinations
of the Standard Model (SM) leptons and quarks. We also defined “minimal leptoquark” (MLQ)
models which include only one leptoquark at a time, coupled to only one SM lepton and one
quark field. We focused on searches for minimal leptoquark pair-production at the LHC
in [1]. Pair production is the dominant production mode at a proton-proton collider when
the leptoquark-lepton-quark coupling, λ, is much smaller than 1. In this limit the production
of leptoquarks only depends on the strong coupling, αs, because the contribution from the t-
channel exchange of the lepton (diagram PP-5 in Fig. 1) is negligible. Therefore the only new
physics parameter entering the scalar leptoquark cross section prediction is the leptoquark
mass.2 LHC constraints on the cross section can be directly translated into lower bounds on
the leptoquark mass after accounting for possible multiplicity factors.
In this paper, we focus on leptoquark searches at large coupling, O(0.1) . λ . 3, where
leptoquark production cross sections at the LHC depend on both the leptoquark mass and the
leptoquark coupling. In addition to the pair production, a process with t-channel exchange of
the leptoquark yielding a Drell-Yan-like dilepton final state, and single-leptoquark production
are important for constraining leptoquark models at large coupling. The leading diagrams for
the pair production, the Drell-Yan-like dilepton (DY) production, and the single production
are shown in Fig. 1. The diagrams are valid for scalar leptoquarks, S, or vector leptoquarks,
V , which we collectively denote as φ.
Constraints on leptoquark models from the three types of searches, the pair production,
the DY production, and the single production, exclude regions in the leptoquark mass versus
coupling plane. As an example, we show that the bounds on a scalar leptoquark that couples to
electrons and up quarks in Fig. 2. One sees an important result which also applies to most other
leptoquark flavors: off-shell leptoquark exchange (i.e. the DY production) together with the
pair production provide the most significant bounds on leptoquark parameter space with the
pair production excluding low masses and the DY production excluding large couplings. The
single production provides sensitivity to a smaller additional region in parameter space near
where the bounds from the pair production and the DY production cross. This suggests that
the single production is less important in ruling out significant portions of leptoquark model
parameter space. However, the fact that the exchanged leptoquark in the DY search is virtual
makes the corresponding bound more model-dependent than those from the pair-production
and single-production searches. This means that higher dimensional operators generated from
larger scales can interfere with the t-channel exchange diagram of the leptoquark and change
the new physics cross section. In Fig. 2, a dashed line indicates the weakened bound one
obtains in the presence of such a dimension 6 operator with coefficients chosen to maximize
1It is often said that experimental bounds on flavor changing neutral currents require that leptoquarks
couple only to quarks and leptons of the same generation. This is a misunderstanding. To be safe from flavor
changing neutral currents, a leptoquark should only have large couplings to a single quark flavor and a single
lepton flavor, their generation numbers need not be the same.
2This is not true for vector leptoquarks. Vector leptoquark models require a ultraviolet completion with





































































Figure 1: Leading order diagrams for leptoquark pair production pp → φφ¯ → (lq)(lq)
(PP-1 to PP-5), Drell-Yan like dilepton production pp → l+l− (DY), and single leptoquark
production pp → l+l−j: (SP-1 and SP-2). The amplitudes PP-1 to PP-4 are proportional
to g2s whereas PP-5 and the DY diagram scale as λ2. Single production diagrams, SP-1 and
SP-2, are proportional to gsλ.
destructive interference with the leptoquark exchange diagram.
In the following, we summarize the most important features of leptoquark searches at
large coupling:
1. Diagrams proportional to the leptoquark coupling can originate from qg, q¯g, or qq¯ initial
states where the initial quark flavors depend on which quark the leptoquark couples to.
Thus cross sections for production of leptoquarks with different quark-flavors depend
on the parton distribution functions (PDF), leading to very different bounds for the
different quark flavors even if the final states are experimentally indistinguishable (for
example, leptoquarks that couples to u, d, s or c quarks produce similar final state jets
with very different cross sections). An extreme case is the top-quark where the PDF in
the proton vanishes.
2. For pair production, and small leptoquark couplings, the cross section is independent
of quark flavor and thus only simple multiplicity factors from production and decay dif-
ferentiate between different leptoquark models contributing to the same final state [1].
This allows straightforward comparison of pair production bounds for various lepto-
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Figure 2: Bounds on scalar minimal leptoquark, Seu, with flavor structure U cEc from Run
2 pair production (yellow) [2], projected Run 2 single production (blue), and Run 2 DY-
production (purple) [3] at the LHC. For the single production search, no Run 2 analysis
has been published yet, and thus our “bound” is only a projected limit. Note that the pair-
production search excludes leptoquarks with low masses while the DY search is very constrain-
ing at large coupling λ. This leaves only a relatively small region of parameter space with
intermediate masses and couplings which can be probed by single production. Note however
that since the DY search does not involve the reconstruction of a resonance it is more model
dependent and can be weakened in the presence of a four-fermion operator which destructively
interferes with leptoquark exchange. We indicate the weakened DY bound in the presence of
a maximally interfering operator with a dashed purple line. This leptoquark also contributes
to atomic parity violation and parity-violating electron scattering experiments; we derive the
corresponding bounds in App. B and include them in Fig. 8.
quark models (scalar versus vector, coupling to left-handed SU(2)weak doublets versus
right-handed singlet fermions). At large leptoquark couplings, this is no longer possi-
ble because of the significant flavor-non-universal leptoquark couplings to initial state
quarks and separate bounds must be obtained for each different leptoquark flavor.
3. At large coupling single-leptoquark production and processes with off-shell leptoquarks
become important [4–9]. Off-shell processes include t-channel leptoquark exchange pro-
ducing an dilepton final state and the partially off-shell diagram SP-2. Comparing to
the gluon-gluon initiated pair production, these production channels are suppressed by
smaller PDFs (except for leptoquarks coupling to u or d valence quarks) but enhanced
by the coupling.
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4. For scalar leptoquarks coupling to a single combination of lepton and quark with coupling















where in the first equality we have displayed the dependence on the quark mass which



















Note that the decay width is larger than 10% of the leptoquark mass for λ & 2.2 (2.7)
for the scalar (vector) leptoquark. The width can be further enhanced if a leptoquark
couples to more than one lepton-quark combination. Large leptoquark widths are a
problem for those leptoquark searches that rely on leptoquark mass peak reconstruction.
5. Since proton PDF’s do not include top-quarks, the single production (SP-1, SP-2), the
DY production, and the PP-5 diagram for the pair production do not exist for minimal
leptoquarks that only couples top-quarks. However, diagrams PP-1 through PP-4 can
still produce final states in which one or both of the leptoquarks are off shell. This is
important at large leptoquark coupling and when the leptoquark mass is so large that
on-shell pair production is not possible. We leave studies of this case to future work.
6. For the special case of leptoquarks that couple to electrons and up or down quarks,
the reach of atomic parity violation (APV) experiments can be competitive to that of
collider searches. We combine the results from APV experiments and parity-violating
electron scattering (PVES) experiments and derive the constraints on φeu and φed for
all possible electroweak quantum numbers, see App. B.
Given these differences from the small coupling case, it is clear that LHC searches for
leptoquarks with large couplings can be more interesting than the simple pair production
case. Such searches are the focus of our paper. We review the existing constraints and
overlapping searches, and provide a systematic framework for future search efforts.
The structure of our paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we define our convention for the
leptoquark coupling normalization, and in Sec. 3, we discuss key features of the production and
decay of leptoquarks for the cases of pair production, single production and DY production.
In Sec. 4, we systematically discuss searches for the different possible flavors of minimal
leptoquarks. In Sec. 5 we take a closer look at a specific model with a vector leptoquark which
has recently garnered a lot of attention because it nicely explains the B-physics anomalies.
We end with a discussion of how one could distinguish between leptoquarks with similar flavor
final states but different spins and chiralities in Sec. 6. We also include a number of appendices
on how we perform our cut-and count analyses App. A, on constraints from APV and PVES
measurements App. B, on details of the 4321 model App. C, on leptoquarks with different
spin and chiral couplings App. D, and on parton-level leptoquark cross sections App. E.
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2 Definition and normalization of the leptoquark coupling
For most of the paper we consider leptoquarks which couple to only one lepton and quark
flavor. We also take the leptoquarks to be singlets under SU(2)weak. Assuming SU(2)weak
invariant couplings we take the leptoquark to couple to the SU(2)weak singlet leptons and
quarks (i.e. the right-handed fermions). We use the notation where all singlet fields are
represented by left-handed charge conjugate fields (U c, Dc, Ec, N c).3 Note that we have also
included a light neutrino singlet field, N , which could be either the Dirac partner of the
neutrino in the SU(2)weak doublet if neutrino masses are Dirac or a heavy sterile neutrino.
In App. D we explore leptoquarks with more general quantum numbers that can also couple
to the SU(2)weak fermion doublets.
For example, the scalar leptoquark coupling to singlet electrons and up quarks is given
by
L ⊃ λeuSeu(EcU c)∗ + h.c. , (2.1)
where the spinor indices ofEc and U c are contracted anti-symmetrically αβEcαU cβ ≡ (Ec)T iσ2U c.
In four-component notation this is
L ⊃ λeuSeueTRiσ2uR + h.c. = λeuSeueT iγ0γ2PRu+ h.c. , (2.2)
where we used e = (eL, eR) and u = (uL, uR) for the Dirac spinors of the fermions so that, for
example, Ec = iσ2e∗R. Note also that the leptoquark Seu couples to a lepton and a quark, i.e.
no anti-particles. Eq. (2.2) also defines our normalization for the coupling λeu.
Similarly, the vector leptoquark coupling to positrons and up quarks is
L ⊃ λeuV ∗µ eu(U c)†σ¯µEc = −λeuV ∗µ eue†RσµuR = −λeuV ∗µ eu e¯γµPRu , (2.3)
plus the hermitian conjugate. We see that in this case the leptoquark couples to an anti-lepton
and a quark.
3 Features in the production and decay for scalar vs. vector leptoquarks
3.1 Pair production
In [1], we compared the cut efficiencies for scalar vs. vector leptoquarks in the limit of small λ
and found that the relative cut efficiencies are similar with up to 10% differences. Therefore
there is no need to optimize cuts differently for scalar and vector leptoquark searches. We do
not expect this to change significantly at large λ in the parameter space which is still allowed
by the pair-production bounds. This is because there the leptoquark mass is rather large
(& 1 TeV) and the distributions of final state particles are largely determined by the decay
kinematics.
3Throughout the paper we follow the notation given in App. A of [1] for leptoquarks and other field contents.
Tab. XIII of [1] shows the nomenclature for MLQ models in the BRW [10] and PDG [11] conventions.
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3.2 Single production
Here we investigate if the similarity between cut efficiencies for scalar and vector leptoquarks
also holds in the case of single-production. We take φeu as an example and consider the process
pp→ e+e−j. More specifically, we use the leptoquark-couplings S∗euEcU c and V ∗µ eu(U c)†σ¯µEc
for the scalar and vector cases, respectively (together with their conjugates). The relevant
Feynman diagrams are SP-1 and SP-2 in Fig. 1.
We simulate the process for LHC 13 TeV with MadGraph 5 aMC@NLO 2.6.0 [12] (MG5 for
short in below) with UFO-format model files built in FeynRules 2.3.27 [13]. We perform
a leading-order (LO) matrix-element-level (ME) simulation with CTEQ6L1 PDF and set the
factorization and renormalization scales to the leptoquark mass. Basic cuts from the CMS
analysis for a leptoquark single-production search [14] are adopted and summarized in Tab. 1
(a comprehensive summary of the basic and higher level cuts are shown in Tab. 3). We
compute the relative efficiencies, S and V , at each level of cuts listed in Tab. 1 for scalar and
vector leptoquark’s respectively. We then plot the ratio S/V as a function of mφ for λφ = 1
in Fig. 3.
Table 1: Summary of basic cuts for CMS single leptoquark production eej search [14].
Leptons are labeled in order of decreasing transverse-momentum, pT. The full list of selection
cuts in [14] can be found in Tab. 3.
Generator pTe1,2 > 20 GeV, pTj > 50 GeV, |ηe1,2 | < 2.6, |ηj | < 2.6
Trigger Two electrons pT > 33 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Electron pT & η pTe1,2 > 45 GeV, |ηe1,2 | < 1.442 or 1.56 < |ηe1,2 | < 2.1
Jet pT & η pTj > 125 GeV, |ηj | < 2.4
Isolation ∆Ree > 0.5, ∆Rej > 0.3
mee > 110 GeV
ST > 250 GeV
Overall, we see that the cut efficiencies for the vector and scalar cases are very similar.
The overall differences in S and V are within 10%. Looking more closely, one notices that
S/V > 1 for the cut on lepton transverse-momentum pTe and lepton pseudo-rapidity ηe at
small leptoquark masses. Thus more leptons fail either the pT or the η cut in the vector
leptoquark case. To understand this behavior we plotted the distributions of the leptons for
both scalar and leptoquark cases in Fig. 4. Comparing the scalar vs. vector pT of the second
lepton (panel 2) one sees that lepton is softer in the case of the scalar. However this difference
has only negligible impact on cut efficiencies because all leptons are sufficiently hard to easily
pass the pT cuts. More important is that the second lepton in the vector case has a slightly
more forward distribution in η (panel 4), it is therefore more likely to fail the |η| < 2.1 cut.
This difference explains the slightly lower efficiency of the lepton cuts in the vector case Fig. 3.
We can understand both behaviors, that for the scalar case the softer of the two leptons is
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Figure 3: Ratios of relative signal efficiencies for scalar and vector leptoquarks as functions of
leptoquark mass mφ and for fixed coupling λ = 1. We take φeu as an example and investigate
the process pp→ e+e−j. The panels show the relative efficiencies of a series of selection cuts
from the CMS search [14]. See text for more details.
First, note that the lepton from the decay of the leptoquark is typically the harder and more
central of the two. Thus for understanding the cut efficiencies we are interested in the other
lepton which stems from the t-channel-like vertex shown in Fig. 5 where we use ⇒ and ⇐ to
label the spin direction. The interaction for the scalar leptoquark eTRiσ
2uR annihilates a right
helicity quark and creates a left-helicity positron, thus the interaction would require a spin flip
if the positron were to go in the forward direction. This gives rise to a (1− cos θ) dependence
of the cross section for the angle between the incoming quark and outgoing positron. Thus the
positron tends to be central or even backwards relative to the direction of the incoming quark.
This also explains why it is not as energetic because the overall event is typically boosted
in the direction of the incoming quark (which is harder than the gluon). For the vector,
interaction e†Rσ
µuR preserves the helicity through the interaction. Therefore the fermion spin
overlap gives a (1 + cos θ) in this case, favoring the forward direction. In addition, for light














































































Figure 5: Vertices for e− in scalar and vector scenarios. ⇐ and ⇒ indicates the spin direc-
tions.
for larger leptoquark masses the t-channel enhancement of the forward direction is suppressed
and the efficiency of the pT and η cuts between scalar and vector leptoquark become more
similar.
3.3 Drell-Yan
Here we compare cut efficiencies for the DY-like process pp→ e+e− for t-channel leptoquark
exchange. The t-channel diagram is non-resonant and it interferes with the SM photon and
Z diagrams, giving rise to interesting asymmetries and angular distributions [8]. Here we
focus only on the efficiencies, comparing the leptoquarks SeueTRiσ




simulate events using MG5 (LO, ME, PDF = NNPDF2.3LO, scale = mee). For both models
we choose λφ = 1 and scan over leptoquark masses from 500 GeV to 3600 GeV in 100 GeV
intervals. As in the case of the single production we expect the leptons to be more aligned





















































Figure 6: pT and η distributions for electrons and positrons in the Drell-Yan process pp →
e+e− with t-channel exchange of φeu. Here we set mφeu = 1.5 TeV and λφeu = 1.
the vector case predicts an e− distribution that is boosted towards larger η as the e− goes in
the direction of the initial u-quark which statistically is expected to have more energy. This
can be observed in the η-distributions shown in Fig. 6.
This peaking of leptons in the forward - large η - directions leads to a suppression of the
η cut efficiency in the vector case. However, for the heavy leptoquark masses and couplings
where the DY analysis is interesting the difference in efficiencies is less than 10%. For lighter
leptoquarks this efficiency difference would have been enhanced by the t-channel singularity
for forward scattering.
The generator-level and basic DY search cuts, adopted from [15], are summarized in Tab. 2.
Table 2: Summary of basic cuts for the ATLAS DY ee search [15].
Generator pTe > 15 GeV, |ηe| < 2.6, mee > 400 GeV
Trigger Two electrons ET > 17 GeV
Electron pT pTe1,2 > 30 GeV
& η |ηe1,2 | < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ηe1,2 | < 2.47
Isolation ∆Ree > max{0.2, 10 GeV/pTe1,2}
4 Leptoquark searches organized by the leptoquark matrices
4.1 Summary of relevant LHC searches
Because of the PDF-dependence of the cross sections bounds on leptoquarks coupling to the
different quark-flavors are not simply related. However, from the experimental side, searches
for leptoquarks which couple to any of the light quarks involve the same final state (light jets
plus leptons), therefore the final states are a useful scheme for classifying searches. In Fig. 7, we
organize leptoquark searches according to their final states into matrices for pair-production,
single-production, DY-production, and the monojet-search. Each distinct matrix element
corresponds to a different final state in experimental searches (j, b, ν, and ` stand for a
light-jet, a b-jet, a neutrino, and an electron or a muon, respectively). For example, the
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Upper limits are not directly 
available
Upper limits on leptoquark  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Figure 7: Summary of the current status of searches for pair (upper-left), single (upper-
right), monojet (lower-left) and DY production (lower-right) of leptoquarks at the LHC after
Runs 1 and 2. Each entry corresponds to a specific final state in an experimental search.
We include searches for leptoquarks, dark matter, and supersymmetry, which have identical
final states and decay topologies. For such searches one can directly obtain limits on the LQ
cross section from the experimental papers, we color such matrix elements in green. Final
states for which we obtained limits on the cross section indirectly by reinterpreting a related
search are colored in yellow. Final states for which no search has been performed so far
are left white. The numbers give the references relevant to the various final states. Pair
production matrix: (νj) [16–24], (νb) [18–20, 23–30], (νt) [18–20, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 31–41],
(ej) and/or (µj) [2, 26, 42–55], (eb) and (µb) [2, 56, 57], (µt) [58], (τj) [59], (τb) [59–65],
and (τt) [66–69]; Single production matrix: (`j) [14], (`b) [14], (τb) [70]; Monojet search
matrix: (νj) [71, 72],(νb) [19, 72–74]; DY production matrix: (`j) or (`b) [3, 15, 75–94], (τj)
or (τb) [85, 95–104].
entry in the pair-production matrix (`j) denotes searches for the final state jj`+`−. The
corresponding entries in the single-production matrix and the DY-production matrix indicate
searches for the final states j`+`− and the Drell-Yan-like `+`−, respectively. The numbers
in the matrices point to references relevant to the various final states. Of course, there is
some overlap between “DY”, “single” and “pair” production due to cut efficiencies, emission of
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additional jets at NLO, and fragmentation. However, since jets from the decay of leptoquarks
are isolated and very energetic they are not likely to be faked by soft or collinear radiation.
Therefore this separation into final states with different numbers of hard jets is useful even in
the presence of higher order corrections.4 The monojet-search matrix applies to leptoquarks
coupling to neutrinos and light quarks or b-quarks. Those searches are simultaneously sensitive
to single-production, DY production with initial state radiation, and pair-production because
monojet searches usually allow a second hard jet.
4.2 `u, `d, `s, `c, and `b
For `u, `d, `s, `c, and `b type leptoquarks, Drell-Yan-like production with the `+`− final state
puts important constraints in addition to the pair production bounds. In comparison to the
pair production, the DY production suffers from quark-PDF suppression but at large λ it is
enhanced by λ4 and does not require as high center-of-mass energies because the leptoquark in
this process is not on-shell. Single production provides additional sensitivity to a small region
in parameter space with intermediate masses and couplings but is subdominant in most of the
parameter space.
To obtain the pair-production leptoquark constraints at large λ, we extrapolate the result
from a CMS Run 2 search, which assumed that the coupling λ is negligible in the production
cross section, by simply identifying the contour in λ−m parameter space which has the same
pair-production cross section as the cross section at λ = 0 and mass corresponding to the 95%
confidence-level (CL) limit obtained by CMS. The resulting bounds are shown as the orange
shaded regions in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Note that the t-channel lepton exchange diagram (PP-5
of Fig. 1) negatively interferes with and partially cancels the qq¯-initiated QCD diagrams (PP-1
to PP-4 of Fig. 1). For which values of λ the lepton exchange diagram dominates the total
cross section depends on the quark flavor. The curvature of the bounds in the figures indicates
that for leptoquarks coupling to valence quarks (u, d) the lepton exchange diagram starts to
dominate for λ & 1; whereas for leptoquarks coupling to heavier quarks the λ-dependence
does not become important until λ 1. As a caveat, note that the CMS Run 2 search used a
cross section calculation which is NLO in the QCD coupling but not in λ. Thus the K-factor
obtained in this limit is only accurate for small λ. We don’t expect this to be a very important
effect in most of the parameter region plotted, but this theoretical uncertainty is the reason
for our use of a dotted line for the bound at λ > 1.
For single production, we recast the CMS Run 1 search [14]. CMS obtained upper limits
on the leptoquark mass for specific choices of the coupling λ = (0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) for Seu
and λ = 1 for Sµs. We indicate these limit with blue arrows in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. To
obtain our generalizations of these bounds we use MG5 to simulate signal events (LO, ME,
PDF = CTEQ6L1, scale = mφ) and apply the trigger and selection cuts from [14] (listed
in Tab. 3). We find that the on-shell production cross section computed in this way is about
4Note that our simulations are done at the LO ME level. Partial NLO computations for processes involving
scalar leptoquarks do exist in the literature, and are incorporated in the “leptoquark toolbox” MG5 models [105].
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Figure 8: 95% CL limits on the parameter space for scalar MLQ Seq (q = u, d, s, c, b). The
pair-production (PP) limits are recast from [2]. The single-production (SP) limits are recast
from a Run 1 search [14] with our projections for the Run 2 reach, and DY limits are based
on [3]. The green dot-dashed lines show constraints from weak charge measurements described
in App. B. The arrows in the Seu plot show the bounds directly given by [14].
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Figure 9: 95% CL limits on the parameter space for scalar MLQ Sµq (q = u, d, s, c, b). The
pair-production (PP) limits are recast from [55]. The single-production (SP) limits are recast
from a Run 1 search [14] with our projections for the Run 2 reach, and DY limits are based
on [3]. The arrow in the Sµs plot shows the bound directly given by [14].
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a factor of two smaller than the value given in [14]. We have not been able to identify
the reason for this discrepancy. Ref. [7] found a similar resonant cross section to the one
computed by us, and also studied and excluded issues such as finite resonance width and scale
settings as possible reasons for the discrepancy. To get our bounds, we used our production
cross sections and compared them to the observed 95% CL upper limits on the cross section
provided in [14]. The resulting LO limit excludes the blue shaded region with solid boundaries
and is somewhat weaker than the bounds obtained by [14] because of the difference in the
predicted cross sections. To illustrate the prospects of single-leptoquark production searches
at LHC Run 2, we also estimate the Run 2 reach by scaling the Run 1 mass limit to the Run
2 energy (13 TeV) and luminosity (36 fb−1) using Collider Reach [106]. These projected
limits are shown as blue dashed lines in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
Table 3: Summary of selection cuts for CMS single-leptoquark production search [14]. Cuts
on the sum of transverse momentum ST and m`j depend on the assumed leptoquark mass.
Details can be found in Tables B.1 and B.2 of [14] where generator level and a higher-level
cuts on m`j are listed in the 4th and 3rd columns of the tables.
Search eej µµj
Lepton pT pTe1,2 > 45 GeV pTµ1,2 > 45 GeV
& η |ηe1,2 | < 1.442 or 1.56 < |ηe1,2 | < 2.1 |ηµ1,2 | < 2.1
Jet pT & η pTj > 125 GeV, |ηj | < 2.4
Isolation ∆Ree > 0.5, ∆Rej > 0.3 ∆Rµµ > 0.3, ∆Rµj > 0.3
m`` > 110 GeV
ST, m`j c.f. Tables B.1 and B.2 of [14]
Finally, we recast leptoquark bounds based on a DY search from CMS Run 2 [3] (com-
parable bounds can be obtained by recasting the ATLAS search [15]). We generated signal
events with MG5 (LO, ME, PDF = NNPDF2.3LO, scale = m``) for leptoquark masses ranging
from 500 GeV to 3600 GeV in 100 GeV steps and couplings from 0.1 to 3.0 with 0.1 steps.
For processes involving S`u and S`d, we included interferences with the SM DY diagrams in
the signal simulation. The generated events are required to pass through the selection cuts
as summarized in Tab. 4. We then compared the resulting number of events with dilepton
invariant masses m`` > 1.8 TeV to the background predictions provided by [3]. Details of
how we set these limits are described in App. A. The resulting bounds are shown in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9 as purple shaded regions.
In Figs. 8 and 9 one sees that the lower leptoquark mass region is mostly bounded by pair
production whereas the large coupling region is mostly bounded by the DY search (subject to
the caveat of model dependence due to possible dimension 6 operators). Additional param-
eter space which can be explored with single production searches with Run 2 data exists at
intermediate masses and couplings.5
5We focused our attention on leptoquarks coupling to right-handed SU(2)weak singlet fermions. A MLQ
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Table 4: Summary of selection cuts for the CMS Drell-Yan ee and µµ search [3].
Search ee µµ
Lepton pT pTe1,2 > 35 GeV pTµ1,2 > 53 GeV
& η |ηe1,2 | < 1.44 or |ηµ1,2 | < 2.4
|ηei | < 1.44 and 1.57 < |ηej | < 2.5
Isolation ∆Ree > 0.3 ∆Rµµ > 0.3
∆θµµ < pi − 0.02
4.3 τu, τd, τs, τc, and τb
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Figure 10: 95% CL limit on the parameter space for scalar MLQ Sτb. The pair-production
(PP) limit is recast from [59]. The single-production (SP) limit is given by [70], and the DY
limit is recast from [103]. All searches are from Run 2 with 36 fb−1 of data.
Searches for φτq (φτb) are similar to φ`q (φ`b) searches. Here we focus on Sτb to provide an
example. The CMS collaboration has given the bounds on Sτb from pair production [59] and
single production [70] with 36 fb−1 of data at Run 2. ATLAS performed a DY search for the
τ+τ− final state with 36 fb−1 Run 2 data [103]. Here we simply quote the leptoquark bounds
from pair and single production (extending the pair production limit to large couplings), and
we recast the DY ττ search.
Ref. [103] which we use for the DY recast included three different ττ final states: τhτh,
τeτh, and τµτh, where the subscript stands for the subsequent decay channel of the τ to a final
state with a hadron (h), an electron (e), or muon (µ). Their branching ratios are given by
pp → τhτh [42.0%], τeτh [23.1%], τµτh [22.5%], · · · (4.1)
coupling to left-handed doublet fermions can also contribute to the signal in pp → lν “monolepton” searches.
For MLQs coupling to u or d quarks these can be significantly stronger than the dilepton DY bounds [8].
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We select the analysis for the τhτh channel as our example for the recast because it has the
largest branching fraction.
The selection cuts for the ATLAS τhτh search are summarized in Tab. 5. The signal events
are simulated with MG5 (LO, PDF = NNPDF2.3LO, scale = mττ ) and passed through Pythia
8.2 [107] and Delphes 3.4.1 [108] for parton shower and detector simulations. In Delphes,
we include τ -tagging rates with “medium” (55% for one-track τh, 40% for three-track τh) and
“loose” (60% for one-track τh, 50% for three-track τh) identification criteria for the leading
and sub-leading τh respectively [103]. After passing events through the selection cuts, we bin
the events according to the total transverse mass,
mtotT ≡
√
(pTτh1 + pTτh2 + p
miss
T )
2 − (~pTτh1 + ~pTτh2 + ~pmissT )2,
where ~pTτh (~p
miss
T ) are the vector momenta of the hadronic taus (missing momentum) projected
into the transverse plane, and compare the resulting histogram to Fig. 3b of the supplemental
material of [103] where the event selection are b-tag inclusive. The analysis procedure is similar
to the `q analysis except we compare to mtotT distributions. The resulting constraint is shown
as the purple shaded region in Fig. 10. A stronger bound could be obtained if we combined
the search for the τ`τh final state with the search for the τhτh final state.
As shown in Fig. 10, pair-production excludes leptoquark masses less than 1 TeV. DY
excludes λSτb > 2.3 (> 3) for mSτb = 1 TeV (1.5 TeV). Single-production excludes parameter
space with 850 GeV ≤ mSτb ≤ 1 TeV and coupling 1.5 ≤ λSτb ≤ 2.5.
Table 5: Summary of cuts for the ATLAS DY τhτh search [103]. Note that the pT cut for
the leading τh is required to be 5 GeV larger than the trigger cut, where the trigger cuts are
pTτh1 > 80, 125 or 160 GeV for three different Run 2 data-taking periods. Since Ref. [103] does
not specify the integrated luminosities for each data taking period we apply the strongest cut
to our signal simulations in order to obtain a conservative estimate. The τ -tagging efficiencies
are described in the text.
At least two τh’s and no electrons and muons
τh pT pTτh1 > 165 GeV, pTτh2 > 65 GeV
& η |ητh1,h2 | < 1.37 or 1.52 < |ητh1,h2 | < 2.5
τh charge opposite charge for τh1 & τh2
∆R(τh1, τh2) > 0.4
|∆φ(τh1, τh2)| > 2.7
4.4 νu, νd, νc, νs, and νb
Here we consider the leptoquark coupling to a neutrino and a light quark or b-quark. In
principle, the neutrino could be either part of the left-handed SU(2)weak lepton doublet or a
sterile neutrino. In the case of the left-handed lepton doublet, the leptoquark necessarily also
couples to the charged lepton of the doublet. LHC searches involving the charged leptons in
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the final state provide bounds which are at least as strong (stronger for electrons and muons,
and comparable for taus) as those from searches for the neutrino final state (missing energy).
This is why we instead focus on the leptoquark coupling to a sterile neutrino that escapes
undetected and produces missing energy signatures.
The LHC collaborations performed monojet searches for several different dark matter
(DM) models. In particular, ATLAS [72] and CMS [71] have searched for DM that is produced
via the exchange of a colored scalar mediator. Our MLQ model is the same as the fermion-
portal DM model considered by [109] with couplings to only one of the quark flavors non-zero.6
CMS [71] also took the mediator to couple to only one quark flavor (u-quark). Therefore their
bound can be directly carried over to the leptoquark Sνq. ATLAS [72] chose the mediator to
couple to multiple quark flavors at the same time, which makes translating their bound less
straightforward.
Table 6: Summary of selection cuts for the CMS mono-jet search [71]. Here H20T is computed
as the sum of the magnitudes of the vector pT of jets with pTj > 20 GeV and |ηj | < 5.0.
Trigger pmissT > 110 GeV, H
20
T > 110 GeV
pmissT > 250 GeV
Jet pT & η pTj > 100 GeV, |ηj | < 2.4
∆φ(~pmissT , ~pTj) > 0.5
For simplicity, for our discussion we choose the sterile neutrino mass to be negligible.7
In [71] CMS performed a search with only one value for the coupling, fixing λSνu = 1, and
obtained the 95% CL mass limit mSνu ≥ 1365 GeV which we show as the blue arrow in the
Sνu panel of Fig. 12. To place a constraint on Sνq coupling to light quarks (q = u, d, s, c) with
other values of the coupling, we recast the analysis from [71] as follows. We simulate signal
events in MG5 (LO, ME, PDF = NNPDF3.0, scale = mφ) with masses from 500 GeV to 3200
GeV in 100 GeV steps and couplings from 0.1 to 3.0 in 0.1 steps. We then pass the events
through the trigger and selection cuts given in [71] that are summarized in Tab. 6. Finally
we bin the selected events according to missing-transverse-momentum pmissT and compare the
total number of events above the pmissT cut to the number provided in Tab. 4 of [71]. Details
of the comparison procedure are described in App. A, and the resulting limits are shown in
Fig. 12 (blue shaded region) together with the pair production limits (orange shaded region).
Note that the pair production limits are largely quark-flavor-independent, and for s, c, b, t
quarks they are much stronger than the monojet search limits.
To suppress the top-quark background, Ref. [71] explicitly vetoed b-jets in the final state
and hence it is not ideal to recast their search to put bounds on Sνb. On the other hand, ATLAS
performed a b-flavored DM search in [74, 113] which has diagrams that are identical to Sνb when
6Very similar and in some cases identical DM models were also considered by other authors: t-channel
DM [110], DM with colored mediator [111], leptoquark-mediated DM [71], and flavored DM [112].
7Refs. [71, 72, 74, 113] cover Sχq masses as low as mχ = 1 GeV in their parameter scan. This is sufficiently






















































































Figure 11: Leading order diagrams contributing to the monojet searches for φνq. Searches
for φνq are identical to searches with flavored-dark-matter for vanishing dark matter mass.
Diagrams can be classified as MJ-SP (here the monojet is the decay product of a singly
produced leptoquark), MJ-DY (here the monojet stems from NLO radiation emanating from
a process which is DY-like at leading order). In addition, we include 2j+ /ET from leptoquark
pair production MJ-PP because monojet searches usually allow a second hard jet and hence
are also sensitive to the 2j+ /ET signal. Other 2j+ /ET diagrams with one or zero leptoquarks
on shell are less significant in the parameter space that we are interested in. Hence we do not
show them here.
the DM is massless. In Fig. 7 of the supplement material [114] of Ref. [74], the 95% CL upper
limit on the production cross section is given for mSνb = (800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600) GeV
withmχ = 1 GeV. In order to determine the sensitivity of this search to Sνb single production,
we simulated signal events pp → νν¯b, together with pp → νν¯b¯ and pp → νν¯bb¯, via MG5 (LO,
ME, PDF=NNPDF2.3LO, scale = default, no generator level cuts)8 for a range of leptoquark
masses and couplings. We then compared the resulting production cross sections with the
upper limits from [114]. We find that for the mass values investigated by [74] the bound on
λSνb is always greater than 3. Hence the limit does not reach the parameter space shown in
the Sνb panel of Fig. 12.
8We thank Marie-Hélène Genest for providing details of the simulation.
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Figure 12: 95% CL limit on the parameter space for the scalar MLQ Sνq (q = u, d, s, c, b)
that decays into the νj final state. The pair production and the monojet search limits are
recast from [24] and [71], respectively. The arrow in the Sνu plot indicates the bound on
mSνu ≤ 1365 GeV for λSνu = 1 from [71].
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4.5 νt, `t, and τt
Since the top-quark PDFs in the proton are negligibly small, the production of φlt proceeds
only via its QCD coupling from the gg and qq¯ initial states (see diagrams PP-1 to PP-
4 in Fig. 1). Therefore we expect that meaningful bounds only result from pair production
searches at the LHC, and that the bounds are largely independent of the leptoquark coupling.9
Pair production bounds are simply lower bounds on the mass of φlt.
CMS has searched for pair production of φνt [24], φµt [58], and φτt [69] with 36 fb−1 of
data at Run 2. The resulting lower bounds on the leptoquark masses are summarized in Tab. 7
for the complete list of MLQs. Note that Ref. [58] performed a dedicated search for φµt with
reconstruction of the leptoquark resonances. The dedicated search obtained a very impressive
bound on the mass of the fiducial MLQ of mφµt ≥ 1.4 TeV. This is much stronger than the
previous best available bound of mφµt ≥ 800 GeV [1] which we obtained by recasting a cut
and count multi-signal region search for R-parity violating supersymmetry [115]. We expect
that a similar dramatic improvement of the bound can be obtained with a dedicated search
for φet.
Table 7: 95% CL lower limits on the masses of MLQs which decay into (lt)(lt) final states
with l = ν, e, µ, τ for scalar leptoquarks (left) and vector leptoquarks (right). The recasted
bounds (bounds without references) are obtained using the µ-factor scaling described in [1].
U cL,QN c, U cN c, (QL triplet)
Sνt mSνt ≥ 1 TeV [24]
U c†L,Q†N c, U c†N c QL triplet, QL singlet
Vνt mVνt ≥ 1.8 TeV [24] mVνt ≥ 1.5 TeV [24]
U cL,U cEc, QEc (QL triplet), (QL singlet)
Set mSet ≥ 900 GeV [1] mSet ≥ 600 GeV
Sµt mSµt ≥ 1.4 TeV [58] mSµt ≥ 1.1 TeV
Sτt mSτt ≥ 900 GeV [69] mSτt ≥ 560 GeV
U c†L,U c†Ec, Q†Ec, (Q†L triplet)
Vet mVet ≥ 1.5 TeV
Vµt mVµt ≥ 2 TeV
Vτt mVτt ≥ 1.45 TeV
5 A vector leptoquark case study: U1 in the 4321 model
The RD(∗) and RK(∗) anomalies motivated a lot of model building with leptoquarks which
ultimately settled on the vector leptoquark, U1, with the SM quantum numbers (3¯, 1)−2/3 as
the most promising explanation [116–119]. Refs. [120, 121] proposed a specific implementation
of the U1 in a 4321 model [1] to satisfy existing flavor constraints. At the benchmark point
provided by [121], U1 only couples to the second and third generation leptons and quarks in
the SU(2)weak singlet combination bilinear Q†L. The interaction is given by
L ⊃ U1,µ (λ33q¯3γµPLl3 + λ32q¯3γµPLl2 + λ23q¯2γµPLl3 + λ22q¯2γµPLl2) + h.c. (5.1)
9For very large couplings the leptoquark width is also large and resonance reconstruction becomes more













(i = 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3) (5.2)
and Vij is the CKM matrix. At the benchmark point, the model parameters are
mU1 = 2 TeV, λ33 = 1.12, λ23 = 0.42, λ32 = −0.10, λ22 = 0.039 (5.3)
with more details shown in App. 5. Given λ33, λ23  λ32,22, the most relevant searches are
those with taus rather than muons in the final state. And given λ33/λ23 ≈ 0.4, an on-shell
U1 is more likely to decay to the bτ and t /ET final states than to jτ or j /ET.10 Therefore, we
conclude that the most relevant search channel is leptoquark pair production
gg → U1U¯1 → 1
4
[
(τ−b¯)(τ+b) + tt¯ /ET + (τ−b¯)t /ET + (τ+b)t¯ /ET
]
(5.4)
for small leptoquark couplings11 and the DY production,
bb¯, ss¯, bs¯, sb¯→ τ+τ− (5.5)
for large couplings. Since we found that limits from single production are generically weaker
than the combination of pair production and DY searches we will not investigate single pro-
duction further.
Ref. [24] performed an updated pp → V V → (tν)(t¯ν) search and obtained the 95%
CL lower limit mU1 ≥ 1530 GeV (see lower panel of Fig. 3 in the reference). Reinterpret-
ing the result from the pp → SS → (bτ)(b¯τ) search [59], we obtain a slight weaker lower
limit on mU1 of 1400 GeV.12 To get the DY limit, we simulate the DY production of U1 via
MG5+Pythia+Delphes and perform the cut and count analysis for the highest bin of the mtotT
distribution given by [103]. Details of the simulation and analysis are identical to the ones
described in Sec. 4.3. We find a strong limit on λ33 which equals λ33 ≥ 2.5 for the leptoquark
mass mU1 = 2 TeV corresponding to the benchmark point, see Fig. 13. Note that our limits
are slightly weaker than those in [9] because we prefer a more conservative analysis of the
statistical and systematical uncertainties (see App. A for details).
Also shown in Fig. 13 are our projections for the reach of pair production and DY searches
at the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) at 13 TeV with 3 ab−1 of data. For the pair production
projection, we assume that the uncertainty is dominated by statistics and scale the expected
95% upper limit on the production cross section from [24] down by a factor of
√
3000/36.
By comparing this projected upper limit on the cross section with the tree-level prediction
for the production cross section, σ(pp → U1U¯1 → (tν)(t¯ν)), as a function of mU1 and λ33 we
10Note that j /ET can also occur from U1,µλ33q¯3γ
µPLl3 because of CKM mixing but is suppressed by a small
CKM angle.
11At small λ, bb¯, ss¯, bs¯, sb¯-initiated processes are less significant than gg-initiated processes.
12This limit is mostly λ-independent until λ reaches 3. At λ = 3, the 95% CL lower limit grows to mU1 ≥
1430 GeV for the current data (13 TeV, 36 fb−1) and mU1 ≥ 1790 GeV for the HL-LHC (13 TeV, 3 ab−1).
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Figure 13: Current (solid) and projected (dashed) LHC constraints on the vector leptoquark
U1 mass and its coupling to the third generation quark and lepton doublets, λ33. The pair
production and DY bounds are recast from [24] and [103], respectively. The star marks the
benchmark point (mU1 = 2 TeV and λ33 = 1.12) from the 4321 model that explains the RD(∗)
and RK(∗) anomalies [121]. See text for more details.
obtain our projected 95% CL lower limit on mU1 of 1920 GeV.13 Performing the projection
procedure for pp → U1U¯1 → (bτ)(b¯τ) search based on [59], we project a 95% CL lower limit
on mU1 of 1760 GeV for HL-LHC (13 TeV, 3 ab
−1). In Fig. 13 we show the stronger reach
from the (tν)(t¯ν) search.
In order to project the DY-production limit, we assume that both the statistical and the
systematical uncertainties can be reduced as the integrated luminosity increases. To be more
specific, we take the number of observed and expected background events from the highest bin
of the mtotT distribution from [103] and scale both of them by a factor of 3000/36. Meanwhile,
we optimistically (and perhaps unrealistically) assume that the systematical uncertainties are
negligible. We then apply the cut and count analysis described in App. A and obtain a
projected 95% CL limit in the mU1 − λ33 parameter space.
Note that our projected sensitivities for both the pair-production and DY searches at
HL-LHC are tantalizingly close to excluding the benchmark point or discovering the U1 in the
4321 model.
13To cross check the validity of our scaling treatment, we used the same method to project Run 2 LHC
bounds on stop (t˜) masses with 300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1. We obtained bounds on mt˜ of 1.2 TeV and 1.5 TeV
respectively, which is in good agreement with [122].
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6 Distinguishing leptoquarks with different weak quantum numbers
In this paper we have emphasized that the flavor of final state particles are the best way
to organize leptoquark searches and summarize bounds on leptoquark cross sections. The
SU(2)weak quantum numbers and whether leptoquarks couple to left- or right-handed quarks
and leptons do not play an important role for the experimental analysis. Of course, they do
play an important role in predicting cross sections and branching fractions.
Imagine that a leptoquark has been discovered in some channels. From the final state
products we then know which lepton it couples to and whether the quark is a light quark (light-
jet), a b-quark or a top-quark. Next we would like to know the SU(2)weak quantum numbers,
charge, spin, and whether the coupling is to left- or right-handed quarks. In the following we
summarize a few points to indicate how that could be done by combining information from
pair production, single production and DY.
• Production cross section. For small couplings, λ . 1, the pair production cross
section of leptoquarks is completely determined by the QCD coupling and the leptoquark
mass. However, for the same mass the vector leptoquark pair production cross section
is almost an order of magnitude larger than the scalar one. In addition, there can
be multiplicity factors if the leptoquark is a non-trivial SU(2)weak multiplet. Thus a
precision measurement of the pair production cross section can determine both spin
and SU(2)weak quantum numbers. Leptoquarks with significant couplings to the first
generation quarks can also be singly produced. However since the leptoquark coupling is
an adjustable parameter the single production cross section cannot be used to distinguish
between models.
• Distinct final states. If the leptoquark couples to left-handed quarks or leptons then
it decays to multiple distinct final states with simply related branching fractions. This
may be because the leptoquark itself is an SU(2)weak doublet or triplet and the different
members of the multiplet couple and decay to different quarks and leptons, or in the
case the that leptoquark is a singlet it couples to a singlet combination of SM fermion
doublets, for example to the SU(2)weak singlet combination uLνL − dLeL.
• Lepton charge. Single production of leptoquarks allows distinction between a “lepto-
quark” and an “antilepto-quark” where by “antilepto-quark” we mean a particle which
decays to an antilepton and a quark. In pair-production, this measurement is difficult
because it requires determining whether a final state jet is initiated from a quark or an
anti-quark. This is impossible for light quarks, very difficult for c or b quarks and easy
for top-quarks. A leptoquark which is singly produced is likely to have come from a
collision of a gluon and a valence quark. This determines that the final state jet is also
more likely a quark jet (as opposed to an antiquark jet) and therefore the charge of the
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Veu
<latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit>
QEc
<latexit sha1_base64="Dl1Lv4n2fxuX3N4+Zbam07RBb5A=">AAACH3icbVBNSwMxEM3WqrV+69FLsAieZFcEPRZF8NiCawttLdnsrIYm2SWZVcrS3+BVj/4ab+K1/8a09qCtDwYe780wMy/KpLDo+2OvtFReXlmtrFXXNza3tnd29+5smhsOIU9latoRsyCFhhAFSmhnBpiKJLSiwdXEbz2BsSLVtzjMoKfYgxaJ4AydFDbp9T3v79T8E38KukiCGamRGRr9Xa/cjVOeK9DIJbO2E/gZ9gpmUHAJo2o3t5AxPmAP0HFUMwW2V0yvHdEjp8Q0SY0rjXSq/p4omLJ2qCLXqRg+2nlvIv7ndXJMLnqF0FmOoPnPoiSXFFM6eZ3GwgBHOXSEcSPcrZQ/MsM4uoCqXQ3PPFWK6bjoJiNXznGvGPhtoDNQyNg9WXW5BfMpLZK705PA8eZZrX45S7BCDsghOSYBOSd1ckMaJCScCPJCXsmb9+59eJ/e109ryZvN7JM/8MbfTReiLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dl1Lv4n2fxuX3N4+Zbam07RBb5A=">AAACH3icbVBNSwMxEM3WqrV+69FLsAieZFcEPRZF8NiCawttLdnsrIYm2SWZVcrS3+BVj/4ab+K1/8a09qCtDwYe780wMy/KpLDo+2OvtFReXlmtrFXXNza3tnd29+5smhsOIU9latoRsyCFhhAFSmhnBpiKJLSiwdXEbz2BsSLVtzjMoKfYgxaJ4AydFDbp9T3v79T8E38KukiCGamRGRr9Xa/cjVOeK9DIJbO2E/gZ9gpmUHAJo2o3t5AxPmAP0HFUMwW2V0yvHdEjp8Q0SY0rjXSq/p4omLJ2qCLXqRg+2nlvIv7ndXJMLnqF0FmOoPnPoiSXFFM6eZ3GwgBHOXSEcSPcrZQ/MsM4uoCqXQ3PPFWK6bjoJiNXznGvGPhtoDNQyNg9WXW5BfMpLZK705PA8eZZrX45S7BCDsghOSYBOSd1ckMaJCScCPJCXsmb9+59eJ/e109ryZvN7JM/8MbfTReiLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dl1Lv4n2fxuX3N4+Zbam07RBb5A=">AAACH3icbVBNSwMxEM3WqrV+69FLsAieZFcEPRZF8NiCawttLdnsrIYm2SWZVcrS3+BVj/4ab+K1/8a09qCtDwYe780wMy/KpLDo+2OvtFReXlmtrFXXNza3tnd29+5smhsOIU9latoRsyCFhhAFSmhnBpiKJLSiwdXEbz2BsSLVtzjMoKfYgxaJ4AydFDbp9T3v79T8E38KukiCGamRGRr9Xa/cjVOeK9DIJbO2E/gZ9gpmUHAJo2o3t5AxPmAP0HFUMwW2V0yvHdEjp8Q0SY0rjXSq/p4omLJ2qCLXqRg+2nlvIv7ndXJMLnqF0FmOoPnPoiSXFFM6eZ3GwgBHOXSEcSPcrZQ/MsM4uoCqXQ3PPFWK6bjoJiNXznGvGPhtoDNQyNg9WXW5BfMpLZK705PA8eZZrX45S7BCDsghOSYBOSd1ckMaJCScCPJCXsmb9+59eJ/e109ryZvN7JM/8MbfTReiLQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dl1Lv4n2fxuX3N4+Zbam07RBb5A=">AAACH3icbVBNSwMxEM3WqrV+69FLsAieZFcEPRZF8NiCawttLdnsrIYm2SWZVcrS3+BVj/4ab+K1/8a09qCtDwYe780wMy/KpLDo+2OvtFReXlmtrFXXNza3tnd29+5smhsOIU9latoRsyCFhhAFSmhnBpiKJLSiwdXEbz2BsSLVtzjMoKfYgxaJ4AydFDbp9T3v79T8E38KukiCGamRGRr9Xa/cjVOeK9DIJbO2E/gZ9gpmUHAJo2o3t5AxPmAP0HFUMwW2V0yvHdEjp8Q0SY0rjXSq/p4omLJ2qCLXqRg+2nlvIv7ndXJMLnqF0FmOoPnPoiSXFFM6eZ3GwgBHOXSEcSPcrZQ/MsM4uoCqXQ3PPFWK6bjoJiNXznGvGPhtoDNQyNg9WXW5BfMpLZK705PA8eZZrX45S7BCDsghOSYBOSd1ckMaJCScCPJCXsmb9+59eJ/e109ryZvN7JM/8MbfTReiLQ==</latexit>
U c†L
<latexit sha1_base64="FIPZHA6iXwGb8Q8MTrzDVYYMIyk=">AAACJXicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraLAbBSu5E0DJoY2ERwaiQi2Fvby4u7sexO6eEIz/DVkt/jZ0IVv4VNzGFXw8GHu/NMDMvyaVwGIbvwcxsZW5+obpYW1peWV2rN9YvnCkshw430tirhDmQQkMHBUq4yi0wlUi4TG6Px/7lHVgnjD7HYQ49xQZaZIIz9FK3c13yOGWDET3t15vhbjgB/UuiKWmSKdr9RlCJU8MLBRq5ZM51ozDHXsksCi5hVIsLBznjt2wAXU81U+B65eTmEd32SkozY31ppBP1+0TJlHNDlfhOxfDG/fbG4n9et8DssFcKnRcImn8tygpJ0dBxADQVFjjKoSeMW+FvpfyGWcbRx1SLNdxzoxTTaRlnI1/e8a9Y+G6gN1DI1D9Z87lFv1P6Sy72diPPz/abraNpglWySbbIDonIAWmRE9ImHcKJIQ/kkTwFz8FL8Bq8fbXOBNOZDfIDwccnmyek9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FIPZHA6iXwGb8Q8MTrzDVYYMIyk=">AAACJXicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraLAbBSu5E0DJoY2ERwaiQi2Fvby4u7sexO6eEIz/DVkt/jZ0IVv4VNzGFXw8GHu/NMDMvyaVwGIbvwcxsZW5+obpYW1peWV2rN9YvnCkshw430tirhDmQQkMHBUq4yi0wlUi4TG6Px/7lHVgnjD7HYQ49xQZaZIIz9FK3c13yOGWDET3t15vhbjgB/UuiKWmSKdr9RlCJU8MLBRq5ZM51ozDHXsksCi5hVIsLBznjt2wAXU81U+B65eTmEd32SkozY31ppBP1+0TJlHNDlfhOxfDG/fbG4n9et8DssFcKnRcImn8tygpJ0dBxADQVFjjKoSeMW+FvpfyGWcbRx1SLNdxzoxTTaRlnI1/e8a9Y+G6gN1DI1D9Z87lFv1P6Sy72diPPz/abraNpglWySbbIDonIAWmRE9ImHcKJIQ/kkTwFz8FL8Bq8fbXOBNOZDfIDwccnmyek9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FIPZHA6iXwGb8Q8MTrzDVYYMIyk=">AAACJXicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraLAbBSu5E0DJoY2ERwaiQi2Fvby4u7sexO6eEIz/DVkt/jZ0IVv4VNzGFXw8GHu/NMDMvyaVwGIbvwcxsZW5+obpYW1peWV2rN9YvnCkshw430tirhDmQQkMHBUq4yi0wlUi4TG6Px/7lHVgnjD7HYQ49xQZaZIIz9FK3c13yOGWDET3t15vhbjgB/UuiKWmSKdr9RlCJU8MLBRq5ZM51ozDHXsksCi5hVIsLBznjt2wAXU81U+B65eTmEd32SkozY31ppBP1+0TJlHNDlfhOxfDG/fbG4n9et8DssFcKnRcImn8tygpJ0dBxADQVFjjKoSeMW+FvpfyGWcbRx1SLNdxzoxTTaRlnI1/e8a9Y+G6gN1DI1D9Z87lFv1P6Sy72diPPz/abraNpglWySbbIDonIAWmRE9ImHcKJIQ/kkTwFz8FL8Bq8fbXOBNOZDfIDwccnmyek9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FIPZHA6iXwGb8Q8MTrzDVYYMIyk=">AAACJXicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraLAbBSu5E0DJoY2ERwaiQi2Fvby4u7sexO6eEIz/DVkt/jZ0IVv4VNzGFXw8GHu/NMDMvyaVwGIbvwcxsZW5+obpYW1peWV2rN9YvnCkshw430tirhDmQQkMHBUq4yi0wlUi4TG6Px/7lHVgnjD7HYQ49xQZaZIIz9FK3c13yOGWDET3t15vhbjgB/UuiKWmSKdr9RlCJU8MLBRq5ZM51ozDHXsksCi5hVIsLBznjt2wAXU81U+B65eTmEd32SkozY31ppBP1+0TJlHNDlfhOxfDG/fbG4n9et8DssFcKnRcImn8tygpJ0dBxADQVFjjKoSeMW+FvpfyGWcbRx1SLNdxzoxTTaRlnI1/e8a9Y+G6gN1DI1D9Z87lFv1P6Sy72diPPz/abraNpglWySbbIDonIAWmRE9ImHcKJIQ/kkTwFz8FL8Bq8fbXOBNOZDfIDwccnmyek9A==</latexit>
Q†Ec
<latexit sha1_base64="TLD1zxU5y8mZ/5McFoFMC/rd2ZM=">AAACJHicbVBNS8NAEN1o/YrfevSyWARPJRFBj6IIHluwKjaxbDaTdnF3E3YnSgn9F1716K/xJh68+Fvc1h78ejDweG+GmXlJIYXFIHj3pqZrM7Nz8wv+4tLyyura+saFzUvDoc1zmZurhFmQQkMbBUq4KgwwlUi4TG5PRv7lHRgrcn2OgwJixXpaZIIzdNJ16yZKWY+e3vDuWj1oBGPQvySckDqZoNld92pRmvNSgUYumbWdMCgwrphBwSUM/ai0UDB+y3rQcVQzBTauxicP6Y5TUprlxpVGOla/T1RMWTtQietUDPv2tzcS//M6JWaHcSV0USJo/rUoKyXFnI7+p6kwwFEOHGHcCHcr5X1mGEeXkh9puOe5UkynVZQNXTnHvWLgu4HOQCFT96Tvcgt/p/SXXOw1Qsdb+/Wj40mC82SLbJNdEpIDckTOSJO0CSeaPJBH8uQ9ey/eq/f21TrlTWY2yQ94H59VTqRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TLD1zxU5y8mZ/5McFoFMC/rd2ZM=">AAACJHicbVBNS8NAEN1o/YrfevSyWARPJRFBj6IIHluwKjaxbDaTdnF3E3YnSgn9F1716K/xJh68+Fvc1h78ejDweG+GmXlJIYXFIHj3pqZrM7Nz8wv+4tLyyura+saFzUvDoc1zmZurhFmQQkMbBUq4KgwwlUi4TG5PRv7lHRgrcn2OgwJixXpaZIIzdNJ16yZKWY+e3vDuWj1oBGPQvySckDqZoNld92pRmvNSgUYumbWdMCgwrphBwSUM/ai0UDB+y3rQcVQzBTauxicP6Y5TUprlxpVGOla/T1RMWTtQietUDPv2tzcS//M6JWaHcSV0USJo/rUoKyXFnI7+p6kwwFEOHGHcCHcr5X1mGEeXkh9puOe5UkynVZQNXTnHvWLgu4HOQCFT96Tvcgt/p/SXXOw1Qsdb+/Wj40mC82SLbJNdEpIDckTOSJO0CSeaPJBH8uQ9ey/eq/f21TrlTWY2yQ94H59VTqRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TLD1zxU5y8mZ/5McFoFMC/rd2ZM=">AAACJHicbVBNS8NAEN1o/YrfevSyWARPJRFBj6IIHluwKjaxbDaTdnF3E3YnSgn9F1716K/xJh68+Fvc1h78ejDweG+GmXlJIYXFIHj3pqZrM7Nz8wv+4tLyyura+saFzUvDoc1zmZurhFmQQkMbBUq4KgwwlUi4TG5PRv7lHRgrcn2OgwJixXpaZIIzdNJ16yZKWY+e3vDuWj1oBGPQvySckDqZoNld92pRmvNSgUYumbWdMCgwrphBwSUM/ai0UDB+y3rQcVQzBTauxicP6Y5TUprlxpVGOla/T1RMWTtQietUDPv2tzcS//M6JWaHcSV0USJo/rUoKyXFnI7+p6kwwFEOHGHcCHcr5X1mGEeXkh9puOe5UkynVZQNXTnHvWLgu4HOQCFT96Tvcgt/p/SXXOw1Qsdb+/Wj40mC82SLbJNdEpIDckTOSJO0CSeaPJBH8uQ9ey/eq/f21TrlTWY2yQ94H59VTqRF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TLD1zxU5y8mZ/5McFoFMC/rd2ZM=">AAACJHicbVBNS8NAEN1o/YrfevSyWARPJRFBj6IIHluwKjaxbDaTdnF3E3YnSgn9F1716K/xJh68+Fvc1h78ejDweG+GmXlJIYXFIHj3pqZrM7Nz8wv+4tLyyura+saFzUvDoc1zmZurhFmQQkMbBUq4KgwwlUi4TG5PRv7lHRgrcn2OgwJixXpaZIIzdNJ16yZKWY+e3vDuWj1oBGPQvySckDqZoNld92pRmvNSgUYumbWdMCgwrphBwSUM/ai0UDB+y3rQcVQzBTauxicP6Y5TUprlxpVGOla/T1RMWTtQietUDPv2tzcS//M6JWaHcSV0USJo/rUoKyXFnI7+p6kwwFEOHGHcCHcr5X1mGEeXkh9puOe5UkynVZQNXTnHvWLgu4HOQCFT96Tvcgt/p/SXXOw1Qsdb+/Wj40mC82SLbJNdEpIDckTOSJO0CSeaPJBH8uQ9ey/eq/f21TrlTWY2yQ94H59VTqRF</latexit>
U c†Ec
<latexit sha1_base64="nTf0G/Lxdr6V1foJh3MzydA/KO4=">AAACJ3icbVBNS8NAEN1o1Vo/q0cvi0XwJIkIehRF8KhgtdCkZbOZ1MXdTdydKCX0d3jVo7/Gm+jRf+K29lCtDwYe780wMy/OpbDo+5/ezGxlbn6hulhbWl5ZXVuvb1zbrDAcmjyTmWnFzIIUGpooUEIrN8BULOEmvjsd+jcPYKzI9BX2c4gU62mRCs7QSVGzU/IwYb0BPevw7nrD3/NHoNMkGJMGGeOiW/cqYZLxQoFGLpm17cDPMSqZQcElDGphYSFn/I71oO2oZgpsVI6uHtAdpyQ0zYwrjXSkTk6UTFnbV7HrVAxv7V9vKP7ntQtMj6JS6LxA0PxnUVpIihkdRkATYYCj7DvCuBHuVspvmWEcXVC1UMMjz5RiOinDdODKOe4VA5MGOgOFTNyTNZdb8DelaXK9vxc4fnnQOD4ZJ1glW2Sb7JKAHJJjck4uSJNwck+eyDN58V69N+/d+/hpnfHGM5vkF7yvbyznpcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nTf0G/Lxdr6V1foJh3MzydA/KO4=">AAACJ3icbVBNS8NAEN1o1Vo/q0cvi0XwJIkIehRF8KhgtdCkZbOZ1MXdTdydKCX0d3jVo7/Gm+jRf+K29lCtDwYe780wMy/OpbDo+5/ezGxlbn6hulhbWl5ZXVuvb1zbrDAcmjyTmWnFzIIUGpooUEIrN8BULOEmvjsd+jcPYKzI9BX2c4gU62mRCs7QSVGzU/IwYb0BPevw7nrD3/NHoNMkGJMGGeOiW/cqYZLxQoFGLpm17cDPMSqZQcElDGphYSFn/I71oO2oZgpsVI6uHtAdpyQ0zYwrjXSkTk6UTFnbV7HrVAxv7V9vKP7ntQtMj6JS6LxA0PxnUVpIihkdRkATYYCj7DvCuBHuVspvmWEcXVC1UMMjz5RiOinDdODKOe4VA5MGOgOFTNyTNZdb8DelaXK9vxc4fnnQOD4ZJ1glW2Sb7JKAHJJjck4uSJNwck+eyDN58V69N+/d+/hpnfHGM5vkF7yvbyznpcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nTf0G/Lxdr6V1foJh3MzydA/KO4=">AAACJ3icbVBNS8NAEN1o1Vo/q0cvi0XwJIkIehRF8KhgtdCkZbOZ1MXdTdydKCX0d3jVo7/Gm+jRf+K29lCtDwYe780wMy/OpbDo+5/ezGxlbn6hulhbWl5ZXVuvb1zbrDAcmjyTmWnFzIIUGpooUEIrN8BULOEmvjsd+jcPYKzI9BX2c4gU62mRCs7QSVGzU/IwYb0BPevw7nrD3/NHoNMkGJMGGeOiW/cqYZLxQoFGLpm17cDPMSqZQcElDGphYSFn/I71oO2oZgpsVI6uHtAdpyQ0zYwrjXSkTk6UTFnbV7HrVAxv7V9vKP7ntQtMj6JS6LxA0PxnUVpIihkdRkATYYCj7DvCuBHuVspvmWEcXVC1UMMjz5RiOinDdODKOe4VA5MGOgOFTNyTNZdb8DelaXK9vxc4fnnQOD4ZJ1glW2Sb7JKAHJJjck4uSJNwck+eyDN58V69N+/d+/hpnfHGM5vkF7yvbyznpcI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nTf0G/Lxdr6V1foJh3MzydA/KO4=">AAACJ3icbVBNS8NAEN1o1Vo/q0cvi0XwJIkIehRF8KhgtdCkZbOZ1MXdTdydKCX0d3jVo7/Gm+jRf+K29lCtDwYe780wMy/OpbDo+5/ezGxlbn6hulhbWl5ZXVuvb1zbrDAcmjyTmWnFzIIUGpooUEIrN8BULOEmvjsd+jcPYKzI9BX2c4gU62mRCs7QSVGzU/IwYb0BPevw7nrD3/NHoNMkGJMGGeOiW/cqYZLxQoFGLpm17cDPMSqZQcElDGphYSFn/I71oO2oZgpsVI6uHtAdpyQ0zYwrjXSkTk6UTFnbV7HrVAxv7V9vKP7ntQtMj6JS6LxA0PxnUVpIihkdRkATYYCj7DvCuBHuVspvmWEcXVC1UMMjz5RiOinDdODKOe4VA5MGOgOFTNyTNZdb8DelaXK9vxc4fnnQOD4ZJ1glW2Sb7JKAHJJjck4uSJNwck+eyDN58V69N+/d+/hpnfHGM5vkF7yvbyznpcI=</latexit>
U cEc
<latexit sha1_base64="zip9WsdG1FROZkLFpBV6ZYc2n/Y=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxif0aOXwSB4Crsi6FEUwWME84AkhtnZXjNkZnaZ6VXCko/wqke/xpt4E3/GyeMQjQUNRVU33V1hKoVF3//yCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9s5uea9hk8xwqPNEJqYVMgtSaKijQAmt1ABToYRmOLga+81HMFYk+g6HKXQVe9AiFpyhk5r1e06v73lvt+JX/QnoIglmpEJmqPXK3nInSnimQCOXzNp24KfYzZlBwSWMSp3MQsr4gD1A21HNFNhuPrl3RI+cEtE4Ma400ok6P5EzZe1Qha5TMezbv95Y/M9rZxifd3Oh0wxB8+miOJMUEzp+nkbCAEc5dIRxI9ytlPeZYRxdRKWOhieeKMV0lHfikSvnuFcMzBvoDBQyck+WXG7B35QWSeOkGjh+e1q5uJwlWCQH5JAck4CckQtyQ2qkTjgZkGfyQl69N+/d+/A+p60FbzazT37B+/4B7VWjBg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zip9WsdG1FROZkLFpBV6ZYc2n/Y=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxif0aOXwSB4Crsi6FEUwWME84AkhtnZXjNkZnaZ6VXCko/wqke/xpt4E3/GyeMQjQUNRVU33V1hKoVF3//yCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9s5uea9hk8xwqPNEJqYVMgtSaKijQAmt1ABToYRmOLga+81HMFYk+g6HKXQVe9AiFpyhk5r1e06v73lvt+JX/QnoIglmpEJmqPXK3nInSnimQCOXzNp24KfYzZlBwSWMSp3MQsr4gD1A21HNFNhuPrl3RI+cEtE4Ma400ok6P5EzZe1Qha5TMezbv95Y/M9rZxifd3Oh0wxB8+miOJMUEzp+nkbCAEc5dIRxI9ytlPeZYRxdRKWOhieeKMV0lHfikSvnuFcMzBvoDBQyck+WXG7B35QWSeOkGjh+e1q5uJwlWCQH5JAck4CckQtyQ2qkTjgZkGfyQl69N+/d+/A+p60FbzazT37B+/4B7VWjBg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zip9WsdG1FROZkLFpBV6ZYc2n/Y=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxif0aOXwSB4Crsi6FEUwWME84AkhtnZXjNkZnaZ6VXCko/wqke/xpt4E3/GyeMQjQUNRVU33V1hKoVF3//yCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9s5uea9hk8xwqPNEJqYVMgtSaKijQAmt1ABToYRmOLga+81HMFYk+g6HKXQVe9AiFpyhk5r1e06v73lvt+JX/QnoIglmpEJmqPXK3nInSnimQCOXzNp24KfYzZlBwSWMSp3MQsr4gD1A21HNFNhuPrl3RI+cEtE4Ma400ok6P5EzZe1Qha5TMezbv95Y/M9rZxifd3Oh0wxB8+miOJMUEzp+nkbCAEc5dIRxI9ytlPeZYRxdRKWOhieeKMV0lHfikSvnuFcMzBvoDBQyck+WXG7B35QWSeOkGjh+e1q5uJwlWCQH5JAck4CckQtyQ2qkTjgZkGfyQl69N+/d+/A+p60FbzazT37B+/4B7VWjBg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zip9WsdG1FROZkLFpBV6ZYc2n/Y=">AAACIXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxif0aOXwSB4Crsi6FEUwWME84AkhtnZXjNkZnaZ6VXCko/wqke/xpt4E3/GyeMQjQUNRVU33V1hKoVF3//yCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9s5uea9hk8xwqPNEJqYVMgtSaKijQAmt1ABToYRmOLga+81HMFYk+g6HKXQVe9AiFpyhk5r1e06v73lvt+JX/QnoIglmpEJmqPXK3nInSnimQCOXzNp24KfYzZlBwSWMSp3MQsr4gD1A21HNFNhuPrl3RI+cEtE4Ma400ok6P5EzZe1Qha5TMezbv95Y/M9rZxifd3Oh0wxB8+miOJMUEzp+nkbCAEc5dIRxI9ytlPeZYRxdRKWOhieeKMV0lHfikSvnuFcMzBvoDBQyck+WXG7B35QWSeOkGjh+e1q5uJwlWCQH5JAck4CckQtyQ2qkTjgZkGfyQl69N+/d+/A+p60FbzazT37B+/4B7VWjBg==</latexit>
QL(tri)
<latexit sha1_base64="jZyvaZ2xvTVx8KHDv5mzoEHOGLg=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraHAYhNuFOBC2DNhYWEUwM5GLY25uLi7t7x+6cGo78D1st/TV2YusvcfNRaOKDgcd7M8zMC1PBDXrel7O0XFhZXSuulzY2t7Z3ypXdtkkyzaDFEpHoTkgNCK6ghRwFdFINVIYCbsOHi7F/+wja8ETd4DCFnqQDxWPOKFrp7vqqFiA8Y46aj4765apX9yZwF4k/I1UyQ7NfcQpBlLBMgkImqDFd30uxl1ONnAkYlYLMQErZAx1A11JFJZhePjl75B5aJXLjRNtS6E7U3xM5lcYMZWg7JcV7M++Nxf+8bobxWS/nKs0QFJsuijPhYuKOM3AjroGhGFpCmeb2VpfdU00Z2qRKgYInlkhJVZQH8ciWdewrGn4baA3kIrJPlmxu/nxKi6R9XPctvz6pNs5nCRbJPjkgNeKTU9Igl6RJWoQRTV7IK3lz3p0P59P5mrYuObOZPfIHzvcPXeCmZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jZyvaZ2xvTVx8KHDv5mzoEHOGLg=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraHAYhNuFOBC2DNhYWEUwM5GLY25uLi7t7x+6cGo78D1st/TV2YusvcfNRaOKDgcd7M8zMC1PBDXrel7O0XFhZXSuulzY2t7Z3ypXdtkkyzaDFEpHoTkgNCK6ghRwFdFINVIYCbsOHi7F/+wja8ETd4DCFnqQDxWPOKFrp7vqqFiA8Y46aj4765apX9yZwF4k/I1UyQ7NfcQpBlLBMgkImqDFd30uxl1ONnAkYlYLMQErZAx1A11JFJZhePjl75B5aJXLjRNtS6E7U3xM5lcYMZWg7JcV7M++Nxf+8bobxWS/nKs0QFJsuijPhYuKOM3AjroGhGFpCmeb2VpfdU00Z2qRKgYInlkhJVZQH8ciWdewrGn4baA3kIrJPlmxu/nxKi6R9XPctvz6pNs5nCRbJPjkgNeKTU9Igl6RJWoQRTV7IK3lz3p0P59P5mrYuObOZPfIHzvcPXeCmZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jZyvaZ2xvTVx8KHDv5mzoEHOGLg=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraHAYhNuFOBC2DNhYWEUwM5GLY25uLi7t7x+6cGo78D1st/TV2YusvcfNRaOKDgcd7M8zMC1PBDXrel7O0XFhZXSuulzY2t7Z3ypXdtkkyzaDFEpHoTkgNCK6ghRwFdFINVIYCbsOHi7F/+wja8ETd4DCFnqQDxWPOKFrp7vqqFiA8Y46aj4765apX9yZwF4k/I1UyQ7NfcQpBlLBMgkImqDFd30uxl1ONnAkYlYLMQErZAx1A11JFJZhePjl75B5aJXLjRNtS6E7U3xM5lcYMZWg7JcV7M++Nxf+8bobxWS/nKs0QFJsuijPhYuKOM3AjroGhGFpCmeb2VpfdU00Z2qRKgYInlkhJVZQH8ciWdewrGn4baA3kIrJPlmxu/nxKi6R9XPctvz6pNs5nCRbJPjkgNeKTU9Igl6RJWoQRTV7IK3lz3p0P59P5mrYuObOZPfIHzvcPXeCmZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jZyvaZ2xvTVx8KHDv5mzoEHOGLg=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+JVraHAYhNuFOBC2DNhYWEUwM5GLY25uLi7t7x+6cGo78D1st/TV2YusvcfNRaOKDgcd7M8zMC1PBDXrel7O0XFhZXSuulzY2t7Z3ypXdtkkyzaDFEpHoTkgNCK6ghRwFdFINVIYCbsOHi7F/+wja8ETd4DCFnqQDxWPOKFrp7vqqFiA8Y46aj4765apX9yZwF4k/I1UyQ7NfcQpBlLBMgkImqDFd30uxl1ONnAkYlYLMQErZAx1A11JFJZhePjl75B5aJXLjRNtS6E7U3xM5lcYMZWg7JcV7M++Nxf+8bobxWS/nKs0QFJsuijPhYuKOM3AjroGhGFpCmeb2VpfdU00Z2qRKgYInlkhJVZQH8ciWdewrGn4baA3kIrJPlmxu/nxKi6R9XPctvz6pNs5nCRbJPjkgNeKTU9Igl6RJWoQRTV7IK3lz3p0P59P5mrYuObOZPfIHzvcPXeCmZg==</latexit>
QL(sig)
<latexit sha1_base64="pcrlWxRsGmgXnzLTGzw0lOWxpDE=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+RkubwyBoI3ciaCnaWFgkYBIhF2Vvby5Zsrt37M6p4cj/sNXSX2Mnaf0lbj6KmPhg4PHeDDPzwlRwg543dJaWCyura8X10sbm1vbObnmvYZJMM6izRCT6IaQGBFdQR44CHlINVIYCmmHvZuQ3n0Ebnqh77KfQlrSjeMwZRSs91u6OA4RXzA3vDE6ediveqTeGu0j8KamQKapPZacQRAnLJChkghrT8r0U2znVyJmAQSnIDKSU9WgHWpYqKsG08/HZA/fIKpEbJ9qWQneszk7kVBrTl6HtlBS7Zt4bif95rQzjy3bOVZohKDZZFGfCxcQdZeBGXAND0beEMs3trS7rUk0Z2qRKgYIXlkhJVZQH8cCWdewrGmYNtAZyEdknSzY3fz6lRdI4O/Utr51Xrq6nCRbJATkkx8QnF+SK3JIqqRNGNHkj7+TD+XS+nG9nOGldcqYz++QPnJ9fSSmmWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pcrlWxRsGmgXnzLTGzw0lOWxpDE=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+RkubwyBoI3ciaCnaWFgkYBIhF2Vvby5Zsrt37M6p4cj/sNXSX2Mnaf0lbj6KmPhg4PHeDDPzwlRwg543dJaWCyura8X10sbm1vbObnmvYZJMM6izRCT6IaQGBFdQR44CHlINVIYCmmHvZuQ3n0Ebnqh77KfQlrSjeMwZRSs91u6OA4RXzA3vDE6ediveqTeGu0j8KamQKapPZacQRAnLJChkghrT8r0U2znVyJmAQSnIDKSU9WgHWpYqKsG08/HZA/fIKpEbJ9qWQneszk7kVBrTl6HtlBS7Zt4bif95rQzjy3bOVZohKDZZFGfCxcQdZeBGXAND0beEMs3trS7rUk0Z2qRKgYIXlkhJVZQH8cCWdewrGmYNtAZyEdknSzY3fz6lRdI4O/Utr51Xrq6nCRbJATkkx8QnF+SK3JIqqRNGNHkj7+TD+XS+nG9nOGldcqYz++QPnJ9fSSmmWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pcrlWxRsGmgXnzLTGzw0lOWxpDE=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+RkubwyBoI3ciaCnaWFgkYBIhF2Vvby5Zsrt37M6p4cj/sNXSX2Mnaf0lbj6KmPhg4PHeDDPzwlRwg543dJaWCyura8X10sbm1vbObnmvYZJMM6izRCT6IaQGBFdQR44CHlINVIYCmmHvZuQ3n0Ebnqh77KfQlrSjeMwZRSs91u6OA4RXzA3vDE6ediveqTeGu0j8KamQKapPZacQRAnLJChkghrT8r0U2znVyJmAQSnIDKSU9WgHWpYqKsG08/HZA/fIKpEbJ9qWQneszk7kVBrTl6HtlBS7Zt4bif95rQzjy3bOVZohKDZZFGfCxcQdZeBGXAND0beEMs3trS7rUk0Z2qRKgYIXlkhJVZQH8cCWdewrGmYNtAZyEdknSzY3fz6lRdI4O/Utr51Xrq6nCRbJATkkx8QnF+SK3JIqqRNGNHkj7+TD+XS+nG9nOGldcqYz++QPnJ9fSSmmWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pcrlWxRsGmgXnzLTGzw0lOWxpDE=">AAACKHicbVA9SwNBEN3TqDF+RkubwyBoI3ciaCnaWFgkYBIhF2Vvby5Zsrt37M6p4cj/sNXSX2Mnaf0lbj6KmPhg4PHeDDPzwlRwg543dJaWCyura8X10sbm1vbObnmvYZJMM6izRCT6IaQGBFdQR44CHlINVIYCmmHvZuQ3n0Ebnqh77KfQlrSjeMwZRSs91u6OA4RXzA3vDE6ediveqTeGu0j8KamQKapPZacQRAnLJChkghrT8r0U2znVyJmAQSnIDKSU9WgHWpYqKsG08/HZA/fIKpEbJ9qWQneszk7kVBrTl6HtlBS7Zt4bif95rQzjy3bOVZohKDZZFGfCxcQdZeBGXAND0beEMs3trS7rUk0Z2qRKgYIXlkhJVZQH8cCWdewrGmYNtAZyEdknSzY3fz6lRdI4O/Utr51Xrq6nCRbJATkkx8QnF+SK3JIqqRNGNHkj7+TD+XS+nG9nOGldcqYz++QPnJ9fSSmmWg==</latexit>
Q†L(tri)
<latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit>
Q†L(sig)
<latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">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</latexit>
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Veu
<latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit>
Q†L(tri)
<latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HlWZ7qPOxWdj8Nu6uf3iSCLkFSc=">AAACMXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFxZOXwSDEi+yKoMegFw8eEjAqZGOYne2NgzOzy0yvGpZ8jFc9+jW5iVd/wsnjEB8FDUVVN91dUSaFRd8feDOzc/MLi0vLpZXVtfWN8ubWtU1zw6HJU5ma24hZkEJDEwVKuM0MMBVJuIkezof+zSMYK1J9hb0M2op1tUgEZ+ikTnmncRfGrEsvaTVEeMYCjegfdMoV/9Afgf4lwYRUyAT1zqY3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2wr8DNsFMyi4hH4pzC1kjD+wLrQc1UyBbRej+/t03ykxTVLjSiMdqdMTBVPW9lTkOhXDe/vbG4r/ea0ck9N2IXSWI2g+XpTkkmJKh2HQWBjgKHuOMG6Eu5Xye2YYRxdZKdTwxFOlmI6LMOm7co57xcC0gc5AIWP3ZMnlFvxO6S+5PjoMHG8cV2pnkwSXyC7ZI1USkBNSIxekTpqEk4K8kFfy5r17A+/D+xy3zniTmW3yA97XN7ZkqQM=</latexit>
Veu
<latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit>
Q†L(sig)
<latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">AAACMXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avRLGyWQyCNnIngpZBGwuLCEYDuRj29ubi4u7esTunhiM/xlZLf006sfVPuIkp1Phg4PHeDDPzokwKi74/9GZm5+YXFktL5eWV1bX1SnXj2qa54dDkqUxNK2IWpNDQRIESWpkBpiIJN9H92ci/eQBjRaqvsJ9BR7GeFongDJ3UrWxd3oYx69ELuhciPGFhRW+w363U/AN/DDpNggmpkQka3ao3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2w78DDsFMyi4hEE5zC1kjN+zHrQd1UyB7RTj+wd01ykxTVLjSiMdqz8nCqas7avIdSqGd/avNxL/89o5JiedQugsR9D8e1GSS4opHYVBY2GAo+w7wrgR7lbK75hhHF1k5VDDI0+VYjouwmTgyjnuFQM/DXQGChm7J8sut+BvStPk+vAgcPzyqFY/nSRYIttkh+yRgByTOjknDdIknBTkmbyQV+/NG3rv3sd364w3mdkkv+B9fgGhraj3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">AAACMXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avRLGyWQyCNnIngpZBGwuLCEYDuRj29ubi4u7esTunhiM/xlZLf006sfVPuIkp1Phg4PHeDDPzokwKi74/9GZm5+YXFktL5eWV1bX1SnXj2qa54dDkqUxNK2IWpNDQRIESWpkBpiIJN9H92ci/eQBjRaqvsJ9BR7GeFongDJ3UrWxd3oYx69ELuhciPGFhRW+w363U/AN/DDpNggmpkQka3ao3F8YpzxVo5JJZ2w78DDsFMyi4hEE5zC1kjN+zHrQd1UyB7RTj+wd01ykxTVLjSiMdqz8nCqas7avIdSqGd/avNxL/89o5JiedQugsR9D8e1GSS4opHYVBY2GAo+w7wrgR7lbK75hhHF1k5VDDI0+VYjouwmTgyjnuFQM/DXQGChm7J8sut+BvStPk+vAgcPzyqFY/nSRYIttkh+yRgByTOjknDdIknBTkmbyQV+/NG3rv3sd364w3mdkkv+B9fgGhraj3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSbp1OBMvv66b2qfLAS5CGo/+p4=">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</latexit>
Veu
<latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GG5vHv7cmSRyk3bRyyImnYqxf5Y=">AAACIHicbVDLSgNBEJyNUWN8JXr0shgET2FXBD0GvXiMYB6QhDA725uMmZldZnqVsOQfvOrRr/EmHvVrnDwOMbGgoajqprsrSAQ36HnfTm4jv7m1Xdgp7u7tHxyWykdNE6eaQYPFItbtgBoQXEEDOQpoJxqoDAS0gtHt1G89gTY8Vg84TqAn6UDxiDOKVmo2+xmkk36p4lW9Gdx14i9IhSxQ75edfDeMWSpBIRPUmI7vJdjLqEbOBEyK3dRAQtmIDqBjqaISTC+bnTtxz6wSulGsbSl0Z+ryREalMWMZ2E5JcWhWvan4n9dJMbruZVwlKYJi80VRKlyM3envbsg1MBRjSyjT3N7qsiHVlKFNqNhV8MxiKakKs240sWUd+4qGZQOtgVyE9smizc1fTWmdNC+qvuX3l5XazSLBAjkhp+Sc+OSK1MgdqZMGYeSRvJBX8ua8Ox/Op/M1b805i5lj8gfOzy9IEqNH</latexit>
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Figure 14: Signal features which distinguish leptoquarks of the same flavor (coupling to up
quarks and electrons or positrons) with different spin or electroweak quantum numbers. Here
we use colors to represent the different methods that are discussed in Sec. 6 for distinguishing
between leptoquarks: the production cross section (red), the final states (yellow), the lepton
charge (black), and the angular distributions (blue). If two different leptoquarks can be
distinguished by any of above features, we filled their cross cell with the corresponding color.
• Angular distributions. Finally, the angular distributions of leptons which do not come
from resonance decay in the single production and the DY production, carry information
about the spin of the fermions involved and can be used to further distinguish between
leptoquark couplings to left- and right-handed quarks and leptons. Angular distributions
of the leptoquark decay products are not as useful as they are mostly just back-to-back
because of the large mass of the leptoquarks. Possible spin correlations of the leptoquarks
do not lead to significant differences in angular distributions [1].
A detailed strategy of how to distinguish between the different possibilities will depend on
– 25 –
which production channels have been observed with which precision and will likely combine
several of the points listed above. In Fig. 14 we imagine as an example that a leptoquark
coupling to up quarks and electrons or positrons has been observed. In the matrix we indicate
with which features of the searches one can distinguish any pair of leptoquark models.
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A Cut and count analyses
In DY searches or monojet searches, no resonance can be reconstructed in the distributions
of the final state particle kinematics (m`` or mtotT distributions for DY and p
miss
T distributions
for monojets). Often the contributions from leptoquarks present as distortions of the tails of
distributions. To constrain leptoquark models with such searches, we perform cut and count
analyses.
For the DY searches with `+`− (τ+τ−) final states, we focus on the highest bin of the
m`` (mtotT ) distribution where the SM backgrounds are relatively small. Given N observed
events and B expected background events we compute 95% CL upper limit on the number of
the signal events, Slimit, using the CLs method for Poisson distributions [11, 123, 124]. More
precisely, and in order to obtain a conservative bound, we use a conservative background
expectation, B′ ≡ B − 2δB, in the CLs method. Here B and δB are the SM background
and its systematic uncertainty determined by the experimentalists. Once Slimit is obtained
in this way, we compare it to the theoretical prediction for the number of leptoquark signal
events (including leptoquark-SM interference) as a function of the parameters mφ and λφ. We
calculate these predictions using MG5 and impose the experimental efficiencies, acceptance,
and selection cuts. By sampling over the parameter space, we find the region in the mφ − λφ
plane in which the predicted number of signal events is below the 95% CL upper limit Slimit.
For the monojet search, we perform a variation of above procedure. Here we combine the
last several bins in the tail of the pmissT distributions into a single signal bin to achieve a better
sensitivity to the signal. For this combined bin, the number of observed events N , expected












where ρij is the correlation matrix for the uncertainties of the expected background events
determined by the experimentalists (e.g. Fig. 20 of [71]). Here i and j run over the p highest
bins in the pmissT distribution. In order to optimize the sensitivity of the search to the new
physics we perform a scan over all possible choices of p, the number of combined bins, at any
given point in mφ − λφ parameter space. For each choice of p we perform the analysis for
setting limits described in the previous paragraph, except that we use the number of expected
background events B in place of the observed data N . Of these choices we then select the
one which gives the strongest bound on the model in this background-only hypothesis. Once
the optimal combined signal bin has been determined in this way we then use the observed
data to determine if the parameter space point is excluded at the 95% confidence level. By
scanning over parameter space and repeating the above procedure for each point we find the
95% CL allowed region in the mφ − λφ plane.
B Constraints from the weak charge measurements and other probes
The weak charge of protons and nuclei is measured in experiments of parity-violating electron
scattering (PVES) and atomic parity violation (APV). Given the effective Lagrangian between








where Cu and Cd stands for the couplings and the vacuum expectation value v = 246 GeV,
the weak charge of an atom (or proton) is given by
QW = −2 (Z(2C1u + C1d) +N(C1u + 2C1d)) (B.2)
where Z and N are the number of protons and neutrons of an atom respectively. Tab. 8 lists
results from PVES and APV measurements and their SM predictions.
Table 8: Summary of experimental measurements of weak charges of the proton, cesium, and
thallium.
QW Z N Experimental value Standard Model value Reference
p (PVES fit) 1 0 0.0719± 0.045 0.0708± 0.0003 [125]
Cs 55 78 −72.62± 0.43 −73.25± 0.01 [11]
Tl 81 124 −116.4± 3.6 −116.90± 0.02 [11]
Extra contributions to the weak charge from leptoquark exchange between electrons and
up and down quarks can be expressed as
δQW = −2 (Z(2δC1u + δC1d) +N(δC1u + 2δC1d)) (B.3)









Here κu,d represent the flavor-dependent pre-factors listed in Tab. 9. We collect them from
Tab. 4 of [126]. To constrain the ratio of λφ/mφ for various leptoquarks listed in Tab. 9, we









to fit the experimental measurements listed in Tab. 8. Note that σexp and σSM in Eq. (B.5)
stand for the 1σ experimental and SM theoretical systematic uncertainties, respectively. The
resulting 95% CL upper limits on λφ/mφ are shown in the last column of Tab. 9. For example,
the 95% CL bound on Seu(U cEc) is given by λSeu < 0.17(mSeu/1 TeV) and is shown as the
green dot-dashed line in the Seu plot of Fig. 8.
Table 9: The κ coefficients for Eq. (B.4) and the 95% CL upper limits on λφ/mφ for MLQ
φeu and φed with different SM gauge quantum numbers.
Scalar LQ (SU(3), SU(2))Y κu κd 95% CL limit



































Vector LQ (SU(3), SU(2))Y κu κd 95% CL limit



































As can be seen in Tab. 8, the current measured values for the weak charges of the proton,
Cs, and Tl are all larger than the ones predicted by the SM. As a result, leptoquarks with
positive κ’s, which contribute negatively to Qpw and QCsw , are more strongly bounded than
leptoquarks with negative κ’s. In the fits for leptoquarks with positive κ’s, pulls are dominated
by the Cs measurement. On the other hand, for leptoquarks with negative κ’s, pulls from
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PVES are competitive with those from Cs and even become dominant for leptoquarks with
κu < 0 and κd = 0.
Other probes for MLQs which are sensitive to leptoquarks with large couplings, such
as rare lepton decays, rare Z-boson decays, anomalous magnetic moments of electrons or
muons (see e.g. review by [126]) or Non-Standard Neutrino Interactions at IceCube [127–129],
NuTeV, and Super-K [4], yield weaker bounds than current LHC searches. We therefore do not
discuss them further. A notable exception would be leptoquarks which couple to both left- and
right-handed leptons. Loops with such leptoquarks contribute to electric and magnetic dipole
moments and could lead to competitive constraints (see e.g. [130–132]). Such contributions
are automatically suppressed by the small lepton masses when the leptoquark couplings are
chiral as in our MLQ models.
C Benchmarks for the 4321 model to explain the RD(∗) and RK(∗) anomalies
The 4321 model was proposed in Ref. [121] as a simultaneous solution to both the RD(∗) and
RK(∗) problems. The model introduces a vector leptoquark, U1, with SM quantum numbers






µτL − sθLQsl2sq3 b¯LγµµL
+sθLQsl3sq2 s¯Lγ





















= 0.217± 0.053. (C.2)
where the CKM matrix elements are Vcs = 0.97344 and Vcb = 0.0412. The best fit in Eq. (C.2)
(and the value in Eq. (C.3)) is quoted from [133].
To solve the RK(∗) anomalies, the contributions from the leptoquark (assuming tree-level
only) should satisfy







l2sq2sq3 = −0.66± 0.18. (C.3)
where α = 137.04−1 is the fine structure constant and the CKM matrix elements are Vtb =
1.009 and Vts = 40.0× 10−3. At the benchmark point proposed by [121]
mU1 = 2 TeV, g4 = 3.5, sl3 = 0.8, sq2 = 0.3, sq3 = 0.8, θLQ = pi/4 , (C.4)
one obtains ∆RD(∗) = 0.187 which is within 1σ of the best fit value for RD(∗) . Substituting
the benchmark values into Eq. (C.3) yields
sl2 = 0.075 (C.5)
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to get the best fit value of RK(∗) . Plugging these values back into Eq. (C.1), and comparing
the result to the Lagrangian Eq. (5.1), i.e., λijU1,µqiγµPLlj , where i, j label the generations
of quark and lepton doublets, we find
λ33 = 1.12, λ23 = 0.42, λ32 = −0.10, λ22 = 0.039 . (C.6)
Thus the U1 couplings to bτ or sτ are much larger than those to bµ and sµ. This implies
that DY searches for ττ final states are more sensitive than those with τµ or µµ final states.
The pair production searches with (bτ)(bτ) or (t /ET)(t¯ /ET) final states give the best bounds
on mU1 for small λ’s.
D Leptoquarks with alternative electroweak quantum numbers
Throughout the paper we have focused on the simplest possible case with only a single lep-
toquark coupling to a single lepton-quark bilinear. Here we briefly review the other MLQ
models defined in [1] in which the fermions involved in the leptoquark coupling and the lep-
toquark itself can have non-trivial SU(2)weak representations. For simplicity we focus only
on first generation leptons and first generation quarks. Similar models exist for general i− j
generation leptoquarks.
Consider first scalar leptoquarks. If the quark involved in the coupling is an SU(2)weak
doublet Q = (uL, dL) with left chirality and the lepton is a singlet Ec with right chirality then
the leptoquark must also be a doublet Seq = (Seu, Sed). We obtain the coupling
L ⊃ λeqSeq(Ec)T iσ2Q = λeq(Seue†RuL + Sede†RdL) . (D.1)
Alternatively, the lepton can be a doublet L = (νL, eL) and the quark a singlet. Then we
have
L ⊃ λluSlu(LTLiσ2uc)∗ = −λlu(Sνuν†LuR + Seue†LuR) , (D.2)
and similarly for a leptoquark coupling to down quarks.
Another possibility is that the lepton and the quark are both left-chirality doublets Q

















































where ~τ are the Pauli matrices in SU(2)weak space and the normalization factor of 1/
√
2
ensures that the width formula in Eq. (1.1) also applies to the singlet and triplet leptoquarks.14
14LHC and future hadron collider bounds on ~S are discussed in [134].
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Leptoquarks can also be spin-1 vectors. In that case the fermion bi-linear must also be
a vector. We already defined a vector coupling to the lepton and quark right-handed singlets
in Section 2. If either the lepton or quark is an SU(2)weak doublet then the leptoquark is a
doublet and we have
L ⊃ λluV ∗µ lu (U c)†σ¯µL = −λlu(V ∗µ eu eTLiσ2σµuR + V ∗µ νu νTL iσ2σµuR) , (D.5)
or
L ⊃ λeqVµ eq (Ec)†σ¯µQ = −λeq(Vµ eu eTRiσ2σ¯µuL + Vµ ed eTRiσ2σ¯µdL) . (D.6)
If both lepton and quark are doublets then they couple to either a singlet Vµ or triplet ~Vµ
λlqVµ lq L
































The SU(2)weak-singlet vector leptoquark with couplings primarily to third generation
leptons L3 and quarks Q3 and subdominant couplings to Q2 and L2 has recently generated a
lot of interested because it can be used to explain the famous anomalies in B-meson decays,
RK(∗) and RD(∗) .
In this paper we focused on the different possible flavor quantum numbers of the lepto-
quark and limited our attention mostly to searches for scalar leptoquarks with couplings to
singlet quarks and leptons. We also demonstrated that efficiencies and acceptances do not
strongly depend on spin and the SU(2)weak quantum numbers of the leptoquark. Thus it is
fairly straightforward to reinterpret the bounds for other cases. Techniques for distinguishing
between the different SU(2)weak representations are discussed in Sec. 6.
E Parton-level differential cross sections
E.1 Single-leptoquark production
Here we re-derive the analytic expression for the differential cross section of single scalar











Figure 15: The two leading diagrams for single leptoquark production.
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For simplicity, we assume that the leptoquark decays to massless leptons and quarks
(mq = ml ' 0). Motivated by the appearance of the second Feynman diagram in Fig. 15 we
define θ∗ to be the scattering angle between the incoming quark and the outgoing lepton in
the center-of-mass frame. The Mandelstam variables are then given by
tˆ ≡ (pl − pq)2 = (m2S − sˆ)
1− cos θ∗
2
uˆ ≡ (pS − pq)2 = (m2S − sˆ)
1 + cos θ∗
2
(E.1)
The averaged amplitude square is














The first two terms in the square bracket of Eq. (E.2) correspond to the amplitude squared
of the diagrams SP-1 and SP-2 respectively. The last term shows the interference between
the two. Since sˆ > m2S and tˆ < 0, the interference is always destructive. Using Eq. (E.2), we













































This result is consistent with [135, 136] and the implementation of the leptoquark model
in Pythia 6 and the most recent version of Pythia 8 (v.235). For single vector leptoquark







−uˆ [(sˆ−m2V )2 + (uˆ−m2V )2]
sˆ(tˆ−m2V )2
(E.6)
where the definition of the Mandelstam variables (and the scattering angle) is identical
to Eq. (E.1).
E.2 Drell-Yan production
Here we compare the tree-level Drell-Yan process uu¯ → e+e− mediated by scalar leptoquark
(Seu coupling to U cEc) exchange to the same process mediated by vector leptoquark (Veu
coupling to U c†Ec) exchange. The differential cross section for the scalar leptoquark only













tˆ = (pu − pe+)2 = −
sˆ
2
(1− cos θ∗), uˆ = (pu¯ − pe+)2 = −
sˆ
2
(1 + cos θ∗) (E.8)
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and θ∗ is the angle between the outgoing e+ and incoming u in the center-of-mass frame.















where t2w ≡ tan2 θw is the tangent of the weak mixing angle and α is the electromagnetic fine
structure constant. The negative sign indicates destructive interference between Seu-exchange
and the Z-boson mediated diagram.
The situation is different for vector leptoquark’s. The leptoquark only cross section and






















where our definition of the Mandelstam variables (and the scattering angle) is as in Eq. (E.8).
Note that Veu constructively interferes with the Z-boson. The sign difference between Seu
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